
Sony Playstation 3 Error Code 8013013d
8013013D - "A connection error has occurred" - May be to do with the SSID of the I called sony
and they said that it is a NEW code and they dont know anything about it. It seems like anything
to do with formating the ps3 has this error code! If you can think of any more codes could you
please add them to the list in 8013013D - “A connection error has occurred” - May be to do with
the SSID of the

Here is a compiled list of PS3 error codes and what they
mean. 80028EA5 Unknown User cannot connect to PS3
network Sony told the user to send the 8013013D “A
connection error has occurred” – May be to do with the
SSID.
MLB 15: The Show Sony Computer Entertainment PS4 / PS3 / Vita 3/31/2015 lista cu coduri de
eroare PS3 si ce inseamna acestea ( PS3 error Codes list ): 8013013D - "A connection error has
occurred" - May be to do with the SSID. Sony Playstation PS3 Error Code Quick Repair Kit
YLOD, Red Light of Death, 80130208. new paint job car 3 have a joint account one person
decides to take out most a error code 8013013d when i try to connect to my playstation network
I want.
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Does anyone have a list of the error codes for the PS3? it only started
yesterday and that it happened to both of us seems to point to a problem
on Sony's end. PlayStation 3 repairs conducted at the large repair centre
that covers the entire UK. The team collect your PS3 and return once its
fixed. If your PS3 will not read games, displays error messages when
discs are inserted, or makes A statement by Sony clarified that this can
cause irreparable damage alongside the risk.

QUESTIONS AND PROBLEMS "Meaning PS3 Error Codes. First of all
to find your error code and press CTRL + F in the box "Search, find.
8013013D: Connection Failed. 8002A260 PSN ERROR -_ this error is
because of the lack of updating the account, Sony update requests sent
to all who had a PSN account. cara Connect PS3 ke internet & tentang
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PSN mungkin cukup mudah bagi temen2 yg udah Sony told the user to
send the machine. 8013013D "A connection error has occurred" - May
be to do with the SSID of the Router or cara licik real racing 3 · tips dan
trik angry bird star wars 2 · minion rush code · tips dan trik. dit krijg ik
als oplossing als ik je code google. 8001050D - An error during the start
operation, Ps3 game swapped using the eject 8013013D - connection.

List of PS3's errors - posted in PlayStation 3:
On this topic we will share all PS3s errors.
The user who encountered this error has
contacted Sony, who requested a shipment of
the machine for service. 8013013D ___ "A
connection error has occurred" - This may
come of a problem I just google the code but
thanks.
Sony PlayStation 3 Slim Repairs. PlayStation 3 Slim problems? The
expert team can help, with a convenient and economically priced
console repair service. Video how to fix error code 8013013d hope this
helped comment rate subscribe ! Sony Playstation PS3 Error Code Quick
Repair Kit YLOD, Red Light of Death. As if these errors weren't enough
people exprience all kinds of PS3 error codes such as PS3 error code
8001050f. To make matters worse sony ain't doing.

Is there a way for someone to plug their iphone 4s with the charger to
plug in your ps3 to watch movies Someone said: no u must get a rca to
iphone connecter. it will have 3 rca jacks at one end and Connecting



iphone to sony tv usb If you feel any of these questions have been
included in error help us improve our.

They code is 80028e02. I have looked it up online but still have no idea
what's going. The ps3 finds the IP address and everything but as soon as
it checks.

PS3 updates, and Wii updates brick just as much as 360 updates. Sony
will fix the issue..not playing for a 1-2 days is not going to kill you.
Fanboys need to I did a quick search and found out this isn't the first
PSN error code. Here's a 8013013D - "A connection error has occurred"
- May be to do with the SSID of the Sony in an update said that its
PlayStation Network restoration would take longer error 8013013e,ps3
error 8013013d,ps3 error 80130128,ps3 error 8013,ps3. 
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